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International Intellectual Property
MELVYN J. SIMBURG,** ROBIN FAHLBERG, SUONG NGUYEN, HENRY BLANCO WHTFE,
BRUCE MACDONALD, ALEKSEY ZALESOV, PAUL JONES, DANIEL MARUGG, SUSAN
BRUSHABER, HERMAN CROUX, CARL KESTENS, BRIECHTJE LINDEBOOM,
DAVID TAYLOR

I.

Patents*

A.

UNITED STATES

1. U.S. Supreme Court
The U.S. Supreme Court reinforced the doctrine of patent exhaustion and affirmed its
application to method patents in Quanta Computer, Inc. v. LG Electronics,Inc.1 LG licensed
a series of patents to Intel Corp. but excluded Intel's customers and any customer products made by combining an Intel product with a non-Intel product. LG sued various
computer manufacturers who claimed that their use of licensed Intel chips was covered by
the exhaustion doctrine. Relying extensively on United States v. Univis Lens Co., 2 a unanimous Supreme Court held that while "a patented method may not be sold in the same way
as an article or device, [its] methods [may] nonetheless . . .be 'embodied' in a product, the
sale of which exhausts patent rights. ' 3 While the agreement between Intel and LG required Intel to inform its customers that LG was not extending any license to them,
"[n]othing in the License Agreement restricts Intel's right to sell its microprocessors and
'4
chipsets to purchasers who intend to combine them with non-Intel parts."
Editor in Chief: Melvyn J. Simburg, Simburg, Ketter, Sheppard & Purdy, LLP, Seattle, Washington.
* Patents Section Editor: Robin Fahlberg, Caterpillar, Inc., Peoria, IL. Authors: United States: Suong

Nguyen, Davis, Polk & Wardwell, Menlo Park, CA; Europe, Australia, Canada, and International
Agreements: Henry Blanco White, Drinker Biddle & Reath, Philadelphia, PA, Russia: Bruce MacDonald,
Schnader, Harrison, Segal & Lewis, LLP, Washington, DC and Aleksey Zalesov, SOYUZPATENT,
Moscow; China: Paul Jones, Jones & Co., Toronto, Ontario, Canada; Switzerland: Daniel Marugg, Gloor &
Sieger, Attorneys at Law, Zurich, Switzerland.

1. Quanta Computer, Inc. v. LG Elecs., Inc., 128 S. Ct. 2109 (2008).
2. United States v. Univis Lens Co., 316 U.S. 241 (1942).
3. Quanta Computer, Inc., 128 S. Ct. at 2117.
4. Id. at 2121-22.
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2. Federal Circuit
In the case of In re Bilski, the Federal Circuit affirmed the rejection of an application for
5
a so-called business method patent under 35 U.S.C. § 101. The Federal Circuit applied
the machine-or-transformation test set forth by the Supreme Court in a line of decisions,
8
7
including Diamond v. Diehr,6 Gottschalk v. Benson, and Parkerv. Flook. Under that test, a
process is patent-eligible if "(1) it is tied to a particularmachine or apparatus,or (2) it transforms a particulararticle into a different state or thing. "9 The court stated that a process
involves patentable subject matter "if it transforms an article into a different state or
thing," provided that the transformation is "central to the purpose of the claimed process." l0 The court held that this test is the sole test for determining patentable subject
matter of process claims.
In Broadcom v. Qualcomm, the Federal Circuit confirmed the value of a well-reasoned
opinion of counsel when defending against an allegation of inducement." In In re Seagate
Tech, L.L.C., the Federal Circuit held that, in the willfulness context, there is no longer an
"affirmative duty of due care" to avoid infringement or an obligation to obtain opinion of
counsel.' 2 The Federal Circuit rejected an argument that Seagate extended to induce13
ment, and referred to DSU Medical Corp. v. JMS Co., which established that the "affirmative intent to cause direct infringement" may be established by showing, first, that the
defendant "intended to cause the acts that constitute the direct infringement" and, second,
that the defendant knew or "should have known tha[t] its action would cause the direct
infringement." 14 The Federal Circuit held that an opinion of counsel remains relevant to5
the second prong of the intent analysis as it "may be probative of intent in this context."
In Micron Technology Inc. v. MOSAID Technologies, Inc., the Federal Circuit moved16beyond jurisdiction to the significance of the convenience of the parties or wimesses. It
instructed that "the trial court weighing jurisdiction additionally must consider the real
[T]he jurisunderlying dispute: the convenience and suitability of competing forums ....
17
diction question is basically the same as a transfer action under § 1404(a)."
In Cat Tech LLC v. TubeMaster, Inc., the Federal Circuit clarified that meaningful prepa8
ration remains a prerequisite for declaratory judgment jurisdiction.' In this case, the
federal circuit concluded that "meaningful preparation to conduct potentially infringing
activity remains an important element in the totality of circumstances which must be con19
sidered in determining whether declaratory judgment is appropriate."
5.
6.
7.
8.
9.
10.
11.
12.
13.
14.
15.
16.
17.
18.

In re Bilski, 545 F.3d 943 (Fed. Cir. 2008).
Diamond v. Diehr, 450 U.S. 175 (1981).
Gottschalk v. Benson, 409 U.S. 63 (1972).
Parker v. Flook, 437 U.S. 584 (1978).
In re Bilski, 545 F.3d at 954.
Id. at 962.
Broadcom Corp. v. Qualcomm, Inc., 543 F.3d 683 (Fed. Cir. 2008).
In re Seagate Tech., L.L.C., 497 F.3d 1360 (Fed. Cir. 2007)
DSU Med. Corp. v. JMS Co., 471 F.3d 1293 (Fed. Cir. 2006) (en banc in relevant part).
Id. at 1305-06.
Broadcom, 543 F.3d at 699.
Micron Tech., Inc. v. MOSAID Techs., Inc., 518 F.3d 897 (Fed. Cit. 2008).
Id. at 904 (discussing 28 U.S.C. § 1404(a)).
Cat Tech LLC v. TubeMaster, Inc., 528 F.3d 871 (Fed. Cir. 2008).

19. Id. at 880,
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In Egyptian Goddess, Inc. v. Swisa, Inc., the Federal Circuit rejected the "point of novelty"
requirement for infringement. 20 In Gorham Co. v. White,21 the Supreme Court had established that the test for infringement of a design patent is whether "in the eye of an ordinary observer, giving such attention as a purchaser usually gives, two designs are
substantially the same." 22 Recent federal circuit decisions suggested that "no matter how
similar two items look, the accused device must appropriate the novelty in the patented
device which distinguishes it from the prior art. '23 The court overruled previous decisions establishing the point of novelty test and affirmed Gorham's ordinary observer test as
the sole test for determining whether a design patent has been infringed.24
In Atlanta Attachment Co. v. Leggett & Platt, Inc., the Federal Circuit confirmed that
there can be no experimental-use exception to the on sale bar of 35 U.S.C. § 102(b) once
there has been a commercial offer for sale.

25

In American Seating Co. v. USSC Group, Inc., the Federal Circuit examined the lost
profit damages that ensue from an offer to sell an infringing product.26 In doing so, the
court rejected the proposition that Grain Processing Corp. v. American Maize-Products Co.
precluded lost profits whenever there is a non-infringing replacement product. 27 Instead,
the court held that "buyers must view the substitute as equivalent to the patented
device. "28

B.

EUROPE

The EPC 2000 revision of the European Patent Convention came into force on December 13, 2007. All existing EPC member states continued as members of EPC 2000.
EPC 2000 implements the Patent Law Treaty and extensively liberalizes the conditions
under which an unintended loss of rights under the EPC can be reversed. It also introduces a central limitation procedure under which a patent owner can limit the scope of
a European patent for all designated countries in a single proceeding after the opposition
period has ended.29
The London Agreement, under which certain EPC member states agree to waive the
right to a translation of granted European patents into a local language, came into force
on May 1, 2008. France, Germany, and the U.K. will now accept granted European pat20. Egyptian Goddess, Inc. v. Swisa, Inc., 543 F.3d 665, 678 (Fed. Cir. 2008).
21. Gorham Co. v. White, 81 U.S. (14 Wall.) 511 (1871).
22. Id. at 528.
23. Litton Sys., Inc. v. Whirlpool Corp., 728 F.2d 1423, 1444 (Fed. Cir. 1984) (internal quotations and
citations omitted).
24. Egyptian Goddess, 543 F.3d at 678.
25. Atlanta Attachment Co. v. Leggett & Platt, Inc., 516 F.3d 1361, 1366 (Fed. Cir. 2008).
26. Am. Seating Co. v. USSC Group, Inc., 514 F.3d 1262 (Fed. Cir. 2008).
27. Grain Processing Corp. v. Am. Maize-Prods. Co., 185 F.3d 1341 (Fed. Cir. 1999) (establishing that, to
prove lost profits from lost sales, a patent owner must show a reasonable probability that "but for" the infringement, it would have made the sales).
28. American Seating Co., 514 F.3d at 1270 (citing Grain Processing Corp., 185 F.3d at 1347).
29. The 13 th edition of the European Patent Convention (EPC) containing the texts of the convention, its
implementing regulations and protocols, and the rules relating to fees, which will apply once the EPC Revision Act of 29 November 2000 enters into force, together with an extract from the Revision Act and the
transitional provisions. European Patent Convention art. 105a-c, Oct. 5, 1973, 1065 U.N.T.S. 199, available
at http://www.epo.org/patents/law/legal-texts/htmllepc/2000/e/mal.htnl.
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ents in any of the three European Patent Office official languages, and the other London
Agreement countries will accept a specified one of the official languages (most usually
30
English).

C.

UNITED KINGDOM

In a case revisiting the law on computer implemented inventions, the U.K. High Court
held that, where an otherwise patentable process is carried out using a suitably programmed general-purpose computer, so that the process and the computer are patentable,
there is no reason to deny patentability to the computer program. 31 The U.K. Intellectual
Property Office has modified its practice to conform. 32 In a case relating to a system for
document management to allow orderly retrieval of deleted or overwritten documents, the
court held that a computer implemented embodiment was unpatentable as relating to a
computer program as such, but that a manual embodiment manipulating paper documents
33
would not be unpatentable as relating to a mental act as such.
In the biological field, the U.K. High Court held that a patent for Neutrokine-a was
invalid, as it was not susceptible of industrial application at the date of the patent. 34 The
nucleotide and peptide sequences had been identified by informatics techniques as a member of the TNF ligand superfamily, but the protein had not at the filing date been synthesized or tested. The patent application proposed various uses, but those were pure
speculation based on the properties of TNF ligands generally, and that family is very
versatile. The court held that the application did not "disclose a practical way of exploiting Neutrokine-a [or] provide a sound and concrete basis for recognizing that Neutrokine-a could lead to practical application in industry." 35 Uses that were later identified
were not admissible. The claims were also held obvious following a dictum in a recent
House of Lords case relying on various EPO Board of Appeals decisions that product
claims, which have no evident utility, provide no technical contribution, solve no technical
36
problem, and hence are obvious.
30. As of May 1, 2008, France, Germany, Liechtenstein, Luxembourg, Monaco, Switzerland, and the
United Kingdom dispense with translation. Croatia, Denmark, Iceland, Latvia, Netherlands, Sweden, and
Slovenia require claims in their official language under Article 1(3). Latvia and Slovenia have not yet specified a language under Article 1(2); Croatia, Denmark, Iceland, Netherlands, and Sweden have specified English. European Patent Office, London Agreement: Key Points, http://www.epo.org/patents/law/legal-texts/
london-agreementkey-points.html (last updated Dec. 19, 2008).
31. Astron Clinica Ltd v. Comptroller General, [2008] EWHC (Pat) 85 (Eng.).
32. Intellectual Property Office, PatentActs 1977: Patentable Subect Matter, http://www.ipo.gov.uk/p-pnsubjectmatter-20080207.htm (last visited Feb. 19, 2009).
33. Kapur v. Comptroller General, [2008] EVVHC (Pat) 649 (Eng.).
34. Eli Lilly & Co. v. Human Genome Sciences, Inc., [2008] EWHC (Pat.) 1903, [224], [230] (Eng.).
35. Id. at 234.
36. Conor Medsystems Inc. v. Angiotech Pharmaceuticals Inc., [2008] UKHL 49, [31]-[351 (Eng.). The
case is interesting on procedural grounds because the parties settled after the Court of Appeal affirmed the
High Court's finding of invalidity, leaving the patentee's appeal unopposed. The House of Lords objected
that "a patent confers proprietary rights in rein and the validity of a patent cannot be established simply by a
judgment in default of opposition," and invited the Patent Office to act as advocatus diaboli opposing the
appeal. Id.$ 2.
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SWITZERLAND

On July 1, 2008, an amendment to the Federal Law on Patents for Inventions (Patent
Act or PA) and the Patent Law Treaty for Switzerland37 entered into force. The most
important changes in the PA are (i) the improved protection for biotechnologies in alignment with the European Biotechnology Directive, 38 (ii) the limitations for patents in the
agricultural sector and the indication of indigenous products, 39 (iii) the researcher's privilege and activities required for admission of pharmaceutical products,40 (iv) the improved
availability of pharmaceutical products in developing countries by implementing a system
of compulsory licenses, 41 (v) the publication of patent registrations and the limited opposition procedure, 42 (vi) the individual standing of exclusive licensees, 43 and (vii) a new regulation regarding jurisdiction.44
On September 1, 2008, an amendment of the Plant Breeders' Right Act entered into
force that required some amendments to Swiss patent law as well. The provision on the
farmers' privilege 45 (and on compulsory licenses for the dependent plant breeders' right
46
(Article 36a PA) have been integrated into the PA accordingly.
In CitalopramJ,47 the Federal Supreme Court (FSC) confirmed and established that the
conditions for the protection of an invention are the same for all countries that are contracting parties of the European Patent Convention (EPC). The FSC held that a decision
of the Boards of Appeal of the European Patent Office could therefore be prejudicial for
Swiss jurisdiction where Swiss law is in accordance with the respective provisions of the
EPC. This decision was affirmed in the case at hand regarding the novelty of an invention, whereby the FSC referred to Article 7(1) PA and art. 54 (1) EPC.

37. Patent Law Treaty, (SR 0.232.141.2, issued June 1, 2000, effective for Switzerland on July 1, 2008),
available at http://www.wipo.int/treaties/en/ip/plt/index.html.
38. Directive 98/44/EC of the European Parliament and of the Council of 6 July 1998 on the legal protection of biotechnological inventions, available at http://eur-lex.europa.eu/LexUriServ/LexUriServ.do?uri=OJ:
L:1998:213:0013:0021:EN:PDF; see art. la, 1b, 2 and 8a to 8c PA.
39. See art. 2(2)(b) and 49a(1)(b) PA.
40. See art. 9(b)(b) and (c) PA.
41. See art. 40d PA.
42. See art. 58a PA.
43. See art. 75 PA. The licensee's right to sue was also introduced in trademark and copyright law whereas
design law already contained a corresponding provision.
44. Together with this revision of the PA, some amendments to the Swiss Federal Act on Private International Law (PILA, SR 291, issued December 18, 1987, effective January 1, 1989) entered in force. The text of
the PILA is available at http://www.admin.ch/ch/d/sr/c291.html. More competent forums are now available
(art. 109 PILA), and a foreign decision is also enforceable if it has been rendered at the place where the
infringement occurred or where it had its effects (art. 111 PILA).
45. See art. 35a & 35b PA, farmers' rights to use seeds and/or reproduction material gained from patented
seeds and/or reproduction material in their farm.
46. See the information of the Swiss Federal Institute of Intellectual Property, available at http://
www.ige.ch/e/jurinfo/1OO.shtn#a03.
47. XA/S v. YAG, Case: 4C.403/2005 and 133 1 229, Judgment, (February 28, 2007), available at the
FSC database http://www.bger.ch.
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E. RussIA
Effective January 1, 2008, Russia's existing patent laws were replaced by the new part IV
of the Russian Civil Code.48 While the overall substance of the patent law remains unchanged, part V extends the term of protection for utility models from eight to ten years
and for industrial designs from five to fifteen years. 49 Additionally, Russia's amended
Code of Administrative Offenses took effect on May 13, 2007, expanding the scope of
0
unfair competition claims to expressly include the misuse of intellectual propertys
The extension of the patent term for utility models is significant because these hybrid
patents, which are issued by the Russian patent office without any substantive examination, are forming the basis for a rapidly increasing docket of infringement actions in the
Russian courts. Rules of procedure require a decision to be issued within three to five
months of filing followed by an expedited appeal process lasting only two to three months.
Patent invalidity cannot be raised as a defense in an infringement action but must instead
be adjudicated by the Chamber for Patent Disputes, an adjudicative body within the Russian patent office. The court procedures for infringement claims are therefore relatively
inexpensive and subject to abuse.
The opportunity for abusive prosecution of patent infringement claims in Russia has
been seized by a growing number of patent trolls who fish through the records of the
Russian patent office. In the Moscow City Court, a special "Senate" of judges with expertise in patent law has been designated to manage the increasing influx of infringement
claims. The latest and most sensational example of vexatious patent infringement allegations in Russia is a $3 billion demand served on the American company Google in early
November 2008 by a Russian company named Era Vodoleya, claiming that Google's contextual advertising infringes a Russian patent.
On the international stage, Russia is claiming a right to the payment of royalties from
its former satellite countries for the unlicensed production of Kalashnikov rifles. The
issue is currently a subject of contention (among others) in discussions with the North
American Treaty Alliance (NATO).
F.

CANADA

On August 14, 2007, the Canadian Intellectual Property Office (CIPO) issued a practice
notice stating its position that electromagnetic and acoustic signals are not patentable subject matter in Canada. 51 The practice, however, notice confirms that the exclusion from
patentability applies only to claims directed to signals in themselves. The Canadian posi2
tion appears to be similar to the U.S. position in In re Nuijten.5
The Canadian Federal Court held that the authority of the Patented Medicine Price
Review Board to review allegedly excessive pricing does not attach until a patent is
48. Grazhdansldi Kodeks RF [GK] [Civil Code] art. 1225 (Russ.) [hereinafter Federal Law No. 230 FZ].
49. Id. art. 1363.
50. Grazhdanskii Kodeks RF [GK] [Civil Code] Part IV, No. 45-FZ (Apr. 9, 2007) (Russ.) [hereinafter
Federal Law No. 45 FZ].
51. Canadian Intellectual Property Office, Patent Notices: Office Practice Regarding Signals, Aug. 14, 2007,
available at http://www.ic.gc.ca/eic/site/cipointernet-internetopic.nsf/eng/wr00293.html.
52. In re Nuijten, 500 F.3d 1346 (Fed. Cir. 2007).
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granted that has at least a slender thread of relevance to the medicine in question. 53 The
Board's authority, however, then reaches back to the date of publication of the application
that led to the patent.
The Canadian Court of Appeal, interpreting the sufficiency requirement in Section
27(3) of the Patent Act, held that "there is no requirement that a patentee explain in the
disclosure why and how his invention is useful." 54 Specifically, data proving the benefits
asserted for the invention are not required.
The Supreme Court of Canada held that selection patents are allowable in principle,
but that the selection must be novel and "[tihere must be a substantial advantage to be
secured or disadvantage to be avoided," and the special advantage must match the claimed
55
group exactly, or with only a few exceptions.

G.

AUSTRALIA

Australian tribunals have provided important guidance on Section 7(3) of the Patent Act
[1990], which defines as prior art the information contained in a single document that a
skilled person could "be reasonably expected to have ascertained, understood and regarded
as relevant to work in the relevant art in the patent area [Australia]." 56 The Australian
Full Federal Court in Melbourne interpreted Section 7(3) as requiring that there must
actually have been work "in the relevant art in Australia" to which the putative prior art
57
could be relevant.

H.
1.

CHINA
Patent Law Amendments

The Standing Committee of China's National People's Congress met at the end of
August 2008, and it is anticipated that the proposed amendments to the Patent Law will
become law in early 2009. Some of the issues addressed are a move to absolute novelty,
meaning that putting an item on sale outside of China qualifies it as prior art; disclosure
rules for inventions relying on genetic resources or traditional knowledge; a licensing system for first filings outside of China; and streamlining the process for challenging utility
model or design patents. While some more controversial measures on parallel imports
were removed, there are provisions for the grant of a compulsory license where it has been
determined through the judicial or administrative process that the patentee has acted to
eliminate or restrict competition (Article 49).

53. Shire Biochem Inc. v. Attorney General of Canada, [2007] F.C. 1316 (Can.).
54. Pfizer Canada Inc. v. Ranbaxy Laboratories Ltd., [20081 F.C.A 108 (Can.).
55. Apotex Inc. v. Sanofi-Synthelabo Canada Inc., [20081 S.C.R. 61 (Can.).
56. Ajinornoto Co Inc v. NutraSweet Australia Pty Ltd., (2008) 166 F.C.R. 530 (Ausd.).
57. Id.
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2. Implementation of the Anti-Monopoly Law
Another legislative development in China was the implementation of the Anti-Monopoly Law (AML) on August 1, 2008.58 Article 55 of the AML provides:
This law is not applicable to conducts by undertakings to protect their legitimate
intellectual property rights in accordance with the IP law and relevant administrative
regulations; however, this Law is applicable to the conduct of undertakings to eliminate or restrict market competition by abusing intellectual property rights stipulated
in the IP law and administrative regulations. 59
What constitutes an abuse of intellectual property rights under the AML is not clear.
On August 1, 2008, there were some forty regulations in draft form. 60 There may soon
come a day when a claim of infringement in China may be met with a counterclaim of
abuse of IP rights. Unfortunately, it may be some time before there is a regulation to
assist in the interpretation of Article 55.61 Fortunately, the AML cases will be assigned to
62
the Intellectual Property divisions within each court.
3. Other Developments
The Standing Committee of the National People's Congress passed a revision to the
1993 Science and Technology Law63 that will allow scientists, or their institutions, carrying out publicly funded research to own any resulting patents. 64
Cao Jianming, a Vice President of the Supreme People's Court, announced that foreign
65
experts would be permitted to take part in patent trials involving foreign parties.
In January, the Beijing No. 1 Intermediate People's Court heard a case filed by Zhongyi
Electronic Ltd. in which it was alleged that its patent on a method of inputting Chinese
characters was infringed by Microsoft's Windows 95, 98, 2000, and XP. The court has
66
not yet announced its decision.
58. Zhonghua Renmin Gongheguo Fan Longduan Fa, [Anti-Monopoly Law) (promulgated by the Standing Comm. Nat'l People's Cong., Aug. 30, 2007, effective Aug. 1, 2008), LAWINFOCH1NA (last visited 2-2609) (P.R.C.).

59. Id.
60. Xin Hong, Anti-Monopoly Law Implementation is an EmbarrassingExperience: More than 40 Subordinate
Regulations Have Not Yet Been Released, LEGAL SYSTEM DAILY, July 28, 2008.
61. For more extensive discussion of this issue, see Paul Jones, Licensing in China: The New Anti-Monopoly
Law, The Abuse of IP Rights and Trade Tensions, XL1TI (2) LEs NOUVELLES: JOURNAL OF THE LICENSING
EXECUTrrVES SOCIETY INTi-ERNATIONAL 106 (June 2008).
62. Zui Gao Ren Min Fa Yuan (Sup. People's Crt.), Notice Regarding the Study and Implementation of
the Anti-Monopoly Law of the People's Republic of China, July 28, 2008 (P.R.C.).
63. Zhonghua Renmin Gongheguo Kexue Jishu Jinbu Fa [Science and Technology Law] (promulgated by
the Standing Comm. Nat'l People's Cong., Dec. 29, 2007, effective July 1, 2008) MosT.GOV (P.R.C.), available in Chinese at http://www.most.gov.cn/yw/200801/t2008010858300.htm.
64. Jia Hepeng, China Amends S&T Law to Boost Research, ScIDEvNET, Jan. 3, 2008, available at http://
www.scidev.net/en/news/china-amends-st-law-to-boost-research.html.
65. Xie Chuanjiao, New Approach to Patent Trials, CHINA DAILY, Feb. 20, 2008, available at http:!!
www.chinadaily.com.cn/china/2008-02/20/content_- 6467923.htm.
66. Microsoft Brought to IPR Trial in China, CRIENGLISH, Jan. 18, 2008, available at http://
www.china.org.cn/english/China/240162.htm.
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Netac Technology of Shenzhen City, Guangdong Province, sued PNY Technologies of
Parsippany, New Jersey, in the Eastern District of Texas for infringement of U.S. Patent
No. 6,829,672 relating to flash memory disks. Netac had already won cases against a
number of Chinese companies. In April, PNY settled by entering into a license agreement with Netac to use the technology. Netac's victory was hailed as a model for Chinese
IP owners by the China Daily.

I.

67

International Agreements

Denmark and the United States have become the latest pair of countries to announce a
Patent Prosecution Highway (P.P.H.) agreement, under which each country will provide
accelerated examination for claims that have already been held allowed by the other. The
United States currently has either full or pilot PPH schemes in place with Australia, Canada, Denmark, the European Patent Office, Japan, South Korea, and the United Kingdom. Australia has also become an International Searching Authority for PCT
applications filed in the U.S. Receiving Office.
II. Trademarks*
A.

UNITED STATES

On October 13, 2008, the Prioritizing Resources and Organization for Intellectual
Property Act of 2008 (PRO IP Act) became law. It provides civil counterfeiting statutory
damages of $1000 to $200,000 per mark, a marked increase over the $500 to $1,000 per
mark available previously. 68 In cases of willful counterfeiting, the maximum statutory
damages award has been increased from $1,000,000 per mark to $2,000,000.69 The PRO

IP Act also expands the application of treble damages to parties who intentionally assist a
counterfeiter by providing the goods or services used to commit the violation. 70 Previously, treble damages were only imposed on the counterfeiter.71 Additionally, the PRO
IP Act increases the criminal penalties for trafficking in counterfeit goods that pose public
health and safety risks72 and expressly prohibits the exportation of counterfeit goods under
73
United States criminal law.
The use of trademarks on the Internet as keywords and metatags continued to be a
contentious issue in 2008. In North American Medical Corp. v. Axiom Worldwide, Inc.,74 the
67. Jiang Jingjing, Netac Sets Up a Model in IPR Suit, CHINA DAILY, Apr. 7, 2008, available at http://
www.chinadaily.com.cn/bizchina/2008-04/07/content_6596472.htm.
* Section Editor and Author for U.S.: Susan Brushaber, Schuchat, Herzog & Brenman, LLC, Denver,
CO; Authors: Europe: Herman Croux and Carl Kestens, Marx Van Ranst Vermeersch & Parmers, Brussels,
Daniel Marugg, Gloor & Sieger, Zurich; China: Paul Jones, Jones & Co., Toronto; Russia: Bruce A.
McDonald and Edward D. Manchester, Schnader Harrison Segal & Lewis LLP, Washington, D.C.; Domain
Name Developments: Brechtje Lindeboom and David Taylor, Lovells LLP, Paris.
68. 15 U.S.C. § 1117(c)(1) (2008).
69. 15 U.S.C. § 1117(c)(2) (2008).
70. 15 U.S.C. § 1117(b) (2008).
71. Id.
23
72. 18 U.S.C. § 20(a)(2) (2008).
73. 18 U.S.C. § 2320(h) (2008).
74. N. Am. Med. Corp. v. Axiom Worldwide, Inc., 522 F.3d 1211 (11th Cir. 2008).
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Eleventh Circuit found that the use by Axiom Worldwide, Inc. (Axiom) of its competitor
North American Medical Corp.'s (NAM) registered trademarks within metatags in its
website constituted a use in commerce in connection with the sale or advertisement of
75
goods and that such use "caused a likelihood of actual consumer confusion as to source."
Rejecting Axiom's argument that the NAM trademarks did not constitute a use in commerce because the metatags were not visible to consumers and therefore could not create a
likelihood of confusion,76 the court noted that Axiom used the "meta tags to influence
Internet search engines" 77 in order to "gain a competitive advantage by associating its
78
products with NAM's trademark."
In Storus Corporationv. Aroa Marketing,Inc., 79 the District Court for the Northern District of California held that the use of a competitor's trademarks in metatags constitutes an
infringing use when such use creates initial interest confusion. The court noted that when
applied in the Internet context, confusion as to source is not required for trademark infringement liability to attach under the initial interest theory. 80 The wrongful act is the
use by defendant of plaintiffs trademarks in order to divert consumers to a website they
know does not belong to the plaintiff.8 ' To the contrary is Designer Skin, LLC v. S&L
Vitamins, Inc., that held that initial interest confusion does not exist absent an intent to
82
deceive customers.
Tiffany Inc. v. eBay, Inc.83 held that eBay's use of the Tiffany trademark on the eBay
homepage, in sponsored links purchased from Google and Yahoo, and in eBay documents
and publications constituted nominative fair use of the Tiffany trademark.84 The District
Court for the Southern District of New York noted that eBay merely used the mark to
identify the jewelry and to communicate its availability on the eBay website; there was no
confusion among consumers as to the source of the jewelry although there may have been
uncertainty as to whether the jewelry was authentic. 85 The district court declined to deviate from the Second Circuit's well-established position that the use of trademarks in
86
metatags is an internal use and does not constitute use of the mark in a trademark sense.
B. EUROPE
Upon request from the Court of Appeal of England and Wales, on June 12, 2008, the
European Court of Justice issued a preliminary ruling regarding comparative advertising
in 02/H.3G.87 In an advertisement comparing its prices with those of its competitor 02,
the telecom company H.3G incorporated the bubbles in 02's design mark. Relying on
75. Id. at 1223.

76.
77.
78.
79.

Id.
Id. at 1216.
Id. at 1221.
Storus Corp. v. Aroa Mktg., Inc., 2008 U.S. Dist. LEXIS 11698 (N.D. Cal. 2008).

80. Id. at 8.

81.
82.
83.
84.
85.
86.
87.

Id.
Designer Skin, LLC v. S&L Vitamins, Inc., 2008 U.S. Dist. LEXIS 68467 (D. Ariz. 2008).
Tiffany Inc. v. eBay, Inc., 576 F. Supp. 2d 463 (S.D.N.Y. 2008).
Id. at 495.
Id. at 497.
Id. at 499.
Case C-533/06, 02 Holdings Ltd. v. Hutchinson 3G UK Ltd., 2008 ECJ Eur-Lex 1090 (2008).
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European Directive 84/450 (the Directive), the Court of Justice ruled that whether a likelihood of confusion exists will determine whether a rights holder can object to comparative publicity. The Directive allows the use of a name or trademark of another party in
comparative publicity, if such use is not misleading, denigrating, confusing, or does not
take unfair advantage of the reputation of the trademark.
In Arnafoam/Nomafoam, the European Court of Justice confirmed the uniformity of
European trademark law in holding that registration should be refused if there is a likelihood of confusion among a portion of the consumers in the European Community. 88
The trademarks Armafoam and Nomafoam were used for similar goods and services, and
were highly similar phonetically and visually, with the only difference being the prefixes
"ar" and "no". The court confirmed that perception of the mark as a whole should be
taken into account when assessing likelihood of confusion, noting that although likelihood
of confusion may be considerably less in the eyes of the English-speaking public, who
would identify the word foam, non-English speakers may regard both marks as invented
constructions with no coherent sense. The argument that most of the European public
understands English was explicitly rejected.
The Swiss Federal Administrative Court decided that the trademark "VOLUME UP"
for hair styling and beauty care products is descriptive, in contrast to denominations like
"COLOR IN" or "CURL AROUND," and cannot be protected, because it belongs to the
public domain, even if the Trade Marks and Designs Registration Office of the European
Union registered this trademark.89
C. CHINA
Ferrero S.p.A. began selling its "FERRERO ROCHER" brand chocolates in China in
the 1980's under the Chinese name "
," which is transliterated as "Jin Sha" (golden
name or place). It never registered the Chinese trademark in China, 90 although it registered the Chinese mark in Taiwan and Hong Kong. A Chinese dairy company began to
use the mark " Z-k" and very similar packaging for inferior chocolates and applied to
register the mark. Although Ferrero successfully opposed the application, the Chinese
company continued to use the mark and customer confusion resulted. In 2003, Ferrero
brought an action 9' against its Chinese competitor under Article 5(2) of China's AntiUnfair Competition Law92 prohibiting businesses from adopting the packaging or decora93
tion distinctive of well-known goods.
88. Case C-514/06 P, Chetcuti, v. Commission of the European Communities, (2008).
89. X. v. tIP, Case: B-600/2007, Judgment, (July 21, 2007), availableat http://www.bundesverwalnmgsgericht.ch/ within the FAC database.
90. Emma Barraclough, Why Patience Brings Rewards in Asia, MANAGING INTELLECTUAL PROP. NEws,
May 1, 2006.
91. ,'J~']
3 (FERRERO S.p.A.)
v. 2*
(5K )
,
Italian Fei Lie Luo Co. (Ferrero S.p.A.) v. Mengtesha (Zhangjiagang) Food, Co. Ltd., (Tianjin City Higher
People's Crt.,
Jan. 9, 2006), available at http://ipr.chinacourt.org/publicdetail-sfws.phpid=658.
92. &-T 04A4 8 Fan Bu Zheng Dang Jingzheng Fa [Anti-Unfair Competition Law] (promulgated by
the Standing Comm. Nat'l People's Cong., Sept. 2, 1993 effective Dec. 1, 1993) ( P.R.C.).
93. Article 5(2) reads: "Operators shall not adopt any of the following unfair means to carry on transactions
in the market and cause damage to competitors: ... (2) using, without authorization, the names, packaging
or decoration peculiar to well known goods or using names, packaging or decoration similar to those of well
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In the first hearing, Ferrero lost in part because the court held that the packaging was
not well known as being associated with Ferrero, and the Chinese competitor, having
heavily marketed its products in China during more than ten years of co-existence, held
the larger market share. The court ruled that the packaging was not so similar as to cause
confusion. The Higher People's Court in Tianjin reversed. Citing the adherence of both
China and Italy to the Paris Convention, 94 the court ruled that (1) in order to determine
what is well known, reference cannot be limited to the domestic market but extends to the
foreign market; (2) in another action the Chinese company had been unable to prove that
it had independently created its packaging design and held that the packaging had been
copied from Ferrero's product; and (3) well known status for a product must be achieved
through management's own efforts. 95 Accordingly, because the Chinese company copied
Ferrero's packaging, it could not use its resulting status in China against Ferrero. On
appeal by Montresor, the Supreme People's Court affirmed.96
Sony Corporation and its Chinese character name, VE (pronounced suo'ni), are well
recognized in China. Ericsson, founded in 1876 in Sweden, also has an established Chinese name, 1AM (pronounced ai li xin). In 2001, they formed a joint venture to manufacture and sell mobile phones. Unfortunately, a PRC businessman in the electronics
industry Liu Jianjia China filed an application to register the mark *
(pronounced
suo'ai) with respect to DVD/CD players, mobile phones, speakers and entertainment
goods, cassette players, and the like on March 19, 2003 (No. 3,492,439). Sony Ericsson
opposed the application, but the mark was registered on August 7, 2004. Sony appealed to
the Trademark Review and Adjudication Board (TRAB) but lost because China is a first to
file jurisdiction.
In its appeal of the TRAB decision to the Beijing No. 1 Intermediate People's Court,
Sony Ericsson argued inter alia that the registration was contrary to Article 31 of the
Trademark Law, that provides that "[n]o applicant for trademark registration may infringe
upon another person's existing prior rights, nor may he, by illegitimate means, rush to
' '97
register a trademark that is already in use by another person and has certain influence.
In holding for Sony Ericcson, the court said that the purpose of Article 31 is to prevent
violations of the principle of good faith. The court said that the joint venture between
Sony and Ericsson was widely reported in the press and that Mr. Liu obviously knew
about it. Therefore, his actions did not have a clear legitimacy (T IE Z1), and the appli98
cation for the mark was in violation of the principle of good faith.

known goods so that their goods are confused with the well known goods of others, causing buyers to mistake
them for the goods of others." Id.
94. Paris Convention for the Protection of Industrial Property, March 20, 1883, 21 U.S.T. 1583, 828
U.N.T.S. 135.
95. Translation by the author.
96, 9
(K
) *'
i
UdP JA (FERRERO S.p.A Sues Italian Fei Lie Luo
Co.),
XP*KA
QWJRkA R
(Sup. Peoples Crt.), K A X
(P.R.C.), available at http://ipr.
chinacourt.org/pubtic/detaiLsfws.php?id=16266.
97. Sony Ericsson Mobile Communications Products (China) Ltd. and the State Administration for Industry and Commerce Trademark Review and Adjudication Board Administration Disputes Trademark Case
(Sept. 4, 2008), http://ipr.chinacourt.org/public/detail.sfws.php?id=22442.
98. Id.
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Russia

The trademark and other intellectual property laws of the Russian Federation were
completely overhauled in a new Part IV to the Russian Civil Code that took effect on
January 1, 2008. As part of the country's continuing push for membership in the WTO,
the new trademark provisions were enacted to strengthen the rights of trademark owners,
for example, by providing for punitive damages in an amount of up to twice the value of
goods sold under an infringing mark.
Nevertheless, the new law has generated a significant amount of controversy among
commentators over a number of issues, including its enactment of individual standards of
infringement for different kinds of marks; the absence of a fair use defense; overly broad
protection of domain names, commercial designations, company names and geographic
indications; insufficient protection of well known marks; lack of an opposition procedure;
failure to provide for greater transparency at the Russian Patent and Trademark Office
(Rospatent); and the categorical imposition of joint and several liability on trademark licensors for goods and services of licensees. 99
In practice, the law has been aggressively administered and enforced. In April 2008, the
Federal Customs Service reported a three-fold increase in the seizure of counterfeit and
infringing merchandise over the previous year.100 In fact, the scope of the government's
authority to seize merchandise at the border was another source of controversy in 2008,
the issue being whether Russian law provides too much protection for trademark owners.
The controversy arises over the absence of an exhaustion doctrine in Russian law, that
would expressly allow for the parallel import of gray goods, that is, the importation of
genuine branded items without the authorization of the trademark owner. On November
12, 2008, the Supreme Court of Arbitration announced that it would review the case of
Porsche Russland, exclusive licensee of the Porsche and Cayenne brands in the Russian
Federation.t 0 1 The lower courts fined the importer of the automobile and authorized the
customs service to confiscate the car, ruling that importation without the consent of the
exclusive licensee constituted trademark piracy. A final decision is expected in February
2009. In the meantime, on September 10, 2008, the Moscow Arbitration Court rejected a
demand by the licensee of the Honda and Nissan brands for confiscation of branded components imported without authorization, illustrating the unsettled status of the exhaustion
issue. 102

Aside from the area of parallel imports, in respect to which the conflicting opinions will
be settled by the Supreme Court of Arbitration in February 2009, Russian courts ruled in
favor of trademark holders in the majority of infringement cases, even where the asserted
right was debatable, according to local practitioners. For example, in August 2008, the
Moscow Arbitration Court rejected an appeal by the St. Petersburg company Landrin and
99. See Coalition for Intellectual Property Rights, Comments on the Intellectual PropertyRights Practicesof the
Russian Federation, Feb. 11, 2008, available at http://www.ustr.gov/assets/Trade-Sectors/Intellectual-Property/Special_301_PublicSubmissions_2008/asset-upload.file698_14482.pdf.
100. Federal Customs Service, Customs Control of Goods, ComprisingProprietaryArticles, Apr. 22, 2008, http://
www.customs.ru/en/news/index.php?&date695=200804&id695=19454.
101. Olga Kommersant-Pleshanova, Arbitration Court Supports Parallel Imports, KOMMERSA-r, Nov. 12,
2008, available at http://www.kommersant.ru/doc.aspx?fromsearch=230257db-1902-4blf-97b7-9b4e9a9d12
03&docsid=1055687.
102. Dow JoNrms FAcTrVA, Sept. 19, 2008.
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affirmed the ruling of a lower court prohibiting the company from producing a candy
called Waferatto that was alleged to infringe the trade dress of a competing product
10 3
Local practitioners query
named Rafaello produced by the Italian company Ferrero.
whether the action represented trademark misuse on the grounds that the common elements of the parties' trade dress were in the public domain.
In another case involving the trademark AKAI for household appliances, the Supreme
Court of Arbitration invalidated the trademark registration of the Russian company Akai
Universal, ruling that the company had squatted on the trademark and that the mark
legitimately belonged to the Chinese company Grande Holdings. The case is viewed as
an innovative application of unfair competition law to prevent the abuse of a trademark
registered by the defendant in bad-faith.
Four managers of Bryntsalvov-A were recently charged with the illegal use of trademarks owned by various western pharmaceutical companies. The managers face prison
terms of up to six years. It is estimated that counterfeit drugs make up more than twenty
percent of the pharmaceutical market in Russia, an issue that is an obstacle to Russia's
10 4
entry into the World Trade Organization.
Indicative of a trend of successful enforcement actions in the arbitration courts, in January 2008, the Moscow Region Arbitration Court ruled that Lukoil's trademark was ille105
The Supreme Court of
gally used by a gasoline filling station in the Moscow area.
Arbitration is expected to publish an overview of rulings under Part IV of the Civil Code
in January or February 2009, providing authoritative guidance on application of the Russian IP law.
Finally, one of the most famous trademarks to emerge from the old Soviet Union
turned sixty-one years old in 2008-the Kalashnikov automatic rifle. Surprisingly, Russia
continues to suggest it is entitled to payments for Kalashnikov rifles made outside of Russia, an argument raised most recently by Dmitry Rogozin, the Russian Ambassador to
NATO. 106 Contrary to Russia's assertions, it would appear any legal rights in the name
and product configuration of the famous weapon were abandoned decades ago by reason
of ubiquitous distribution and replication in the Eastern Bloc and elsewhere.
E.

DoMIN

NAME DEVELOPMENTS

New top levels launched during the year included ASIA (Asian-based individuals or
organizations), .RS (Serbia), TEL (universal text naming and navigation system for contact information and related content), and WF (The Wallis and Futuna Islands). The big
news of 2008 was the Internet Corporation for Assigned Names and Numbers (ICANN)
10 7
Brand owners will be
announcement to allow an unlimited number of new gTLDs.
103. Court Riyects Appeal ofLandrin, VEDOMOSTI , Aug. 26, 2008.
104. AFX News Limited, Russian Police Charge Bryntsalov-A Erecs With Illegal Business Activities, FORBES,
Nov. 9, 2007, http://www.forbes.com/markets/feeds/afx/2007/11/09/afx4322314.hutl.
105. Court Orders Company to Remove Lukoil Trademark From Gas Station, PRIME-TASs Bus. NEWSWIRF,
Feb. 1,2008.
106. Russia's Envoy Poised for Military Patent Discussions with NATO, NOvoSTI, Jan. 24, 2008, available at
http:! en.rian.ru/world/20080124/97667305.hunl.
107. Memorandum from ICANN, New gTLD Program Exploratory Memorandum (Feb. 2009), available at
http://www.icann.org/en/topics/new-gtlds/regy-regr-separation- 1 8feb09-en.pdf. More information on
ICANN's new gTLD program is available at http://www.icann.org/en/topics/new-gtld-program.htm.
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able to register almost any word, such as "keybrand" or ".shop," as long as they meet
certain technical, financial, marketing, legal, and policy criteria. 108 Although rights protection mechanisms will be in place, including the Uniform Domain Name Dispute Resolution Policy (UDRP), opportunities for cybersquatters are likely to increase as well as the
cost to trademark holders to protect their brands.
Statistics show a further increase in domain name cases. 109 The World Intellectual
Property Organization's (WIPO) Arbitration and Mediation Center had received a yearly
total of 2,053 cases in late November 2008, which is likely to shatter the 2007 total of
2,156 filed cases by the end of 2008.110
Country code top-level domains (ccTLDs) continued to adopt the UDRP, or a variation thereof, bringing the number of ccTLDs for which WIPO provides domain name
dispute resolution to fifty-five."' Montenegro adopted the plain UDRP, while the
Netherlands and Peru adopted a variation under which either registration or use in bad
faith has to be proved.1 2 The United Kingdom changed its dispute resolution procedure,
and France introduced an additional procedure13 ICANN also accredited the Czech
Arbitration Court (CAC) as a new dispute resolution provider for cases brought under the
UDRP.114

In June 2008, to address domain tasting-the large scale automated and free registration of domain names within an "add grace period" (AGP), ICANN introduced a levy of a
$0.20 ICANN fee as a short-term solution on domain names deleted during the AGP if
they exceeded a certain limit.11s Consequently, there was an eighty-four percent drop in
the number of tasted domain names between June and July 2008.116
108. For example, the application fee for a new gTLD looks set to be $185,000. New gTLDs are expected
to launch in the autumn of 2009. ICANN, ICANN Participation fian. 6, 2009), http://public.icann.org/
node/1884.
109. World Intellectual Property Organization, Total Number of Cases per Year, http://www.wipo.int/amc/
en/domains/statistics/cases.jsp (last visited Mar. 10, 2009). Since the launch of the UDRP in 1999, the
WIPO Arbitration and Mediation Center, the biggest provider of domain name dispute resolution, has received more than 14400 cases. This number is still likely to increase as the end of 2008 draws nearer. For
up-to-date figures, please refer to VIPO's statistics at http://www.wipo.int/amc/en/domains/statistics/
cases.jsp.
110. Press Release, WIPO, DNS Developments Feed Growing Cybersquatting Concerns (Mar. 27, 2008),
available at http://www.wipo.int/pressroom/en/articles/2008/article-001 5.html.
111. ICANN introduced the UDRP in 1999 as a remedy for simple and obvious cases of cybersquatting.
For more information on the ccTLDs that use WIPO's dispute resolution services, please refer to http://
www.wipo.intlamc/en/domains/ccld/.
112. Accumulation of such factors is required to succeed under the UDRP.
113. For information about the procedural changes in the United Kingdom and France, see e.g., Proposed
DRS Default Transfer Process, NOMiNET, Sept. 3, 2007, http://www.nominet.org.uk/newslatest/2007/?contentld=4401; Dispute Resolution Procedure for Obvious Breaches of the Decree Provisions, ArNic, http://
www.afnic.fr/doc/ref/juridique/predec-en.
114. More information about approved domain name dispute resolution providers is available on ICANN's
website at http://www.icann.org/en/dndr/udrp/approved-providers.htm. The CAC is expected to launch its
UDRP-based dispute resolution service in January 2009.
115. Namely the maximum of (1) 10 percent of that registrar's new registrations in that month, or (2) fifty
domain names, whichever was greater.
116. The measure is expected to remain in force until ICANN's so-called "Add Grace Period Limits Policy"
will have been finalized. Press Release, ICAN N, AGP Deletes Down by eighty-four Percent (Nov. 13, 2008),
available at http://www.icann.org/en/announcements/announcement-13novO8-en.htm.
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IH. Copyrights*
A.

UNITED STATES

The Prioritizing Resources and Organization for Intellectual Property Act of 2008
(PRO IP Act) makes significant changes to U.S. copyright law, most notably by increasing
the powers of civil and criminal courts to issue seizure and destruction orders for piratical
goods. The Act expands the court's seizure powers in civil actions 1 7 and criminal proceedings."'S For piratical goods, the means of production and the proceeds are subject to
forfeiture or destruction, and a person convicted of criminal copyright infringement must
pay restitution to the copyright holder as well as any other victim of the offense. 19 The
Act imposes increased sentences and fines on repeat offenders of the criminal copyright
laws when the repeat offense is a felony.120 It also allows a copyright holder standing in a
civil copyright lawsuit despite minor and unintentional irregularities in the underlying
copyright registration.121 The PRO IP Act expands the scope of infringement of the right
to distribute under the Copyright Act to encompass exportation as well as importation. 122
In its September 24, 2008, opinion vacating the jury verdict and judgment entered on
October 5, 2007 in Virgin Records America, Inc. v. Thomas,123 the U.S. District Court in

Minnesota implored Congress to amend the Copyright Act to address liability and damages in peer-to-peer network cases.1 24 Judge Davis noted that the $220,000 damage award
granted to the plaintiffs in the original judgment was wholly disproportionate to the damage suffered by plaintiffs due to the uploading by Jamie Thomas of twenty-four songs to
the Kazaa peer-to-peer network. 125 In addition to ruling on Defendant's Motion for a
New Trial and Plaintiffs Motion to Amend Judgment, the court had raised the issue as to
whether it had erred in instructing the jury that "making sound recordings available for
distribution on a peer-to-peer network regardless of whether actual distribution was
shown" qualified as actual distribution under the Copyright Act.' 26 Rejecting plaintiff's
and the various amicus arguments (including that of Marybeth Peters, Register of Copyrights) asserting that the right to distribute under Section 106(3) of the Copyright Act
includes offers to distribute or make available, the court found that the jury instruction
was erroneous in that it substantially prejudiced Thomas' rights and granted Thomas a
new trial. The court noted that "the plain meaning of the term 'distribution' as used in
* Authors: United States: Susan Brushaber, Schuchat, Herzog & Brenman, LLC, Denver, CO; China:
Paul Jones, Jones & Co., Toronto, Ontario, Canada; Switzerland: Daniel Marugg, Gloor & Sieger, Zurich;
Russia: Bruce MacDonald, Schnader Harrison Segal & Lewis LLP, Washington, DC and Aleksey Zalesov,
SOYUZPATENT, Moscow.
117. 17 U.S.C. § 503(a) (2008).
118. 18 U.S.C. § 2323 (2008).
119. Id.
120. 18 U.S.C. § 2319 (2008).
121. 17 U.S.C. §411 (2008).
122. 17 U.S.C. § 602 (2008).
123. Virgin Records Am., Inc. v. Thomas, Civil File No. 06-1497 (MJD/RLE), 2007 U.S. Dist. LEXIS
79585 (D. Minn. October 5, 2007).
124. Capitol Records, Inc. v. Thomas, 579 F. Supp. 2d 1210, 1227 (D. Minn. 2008).
125. Id.
126. Id. at 1212 (emphasis added).
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CHINA

When PNY Technologies, Inc., a supplier of computer graphics accelerator cards and
Flash Media and Flash peripherals, discovered that a Chinese company, Beijing Chaoyue
Sichuang Technology Ltd., was using the Mark PNY on its website (www.wildcat.com.cn)
in association with computer components such as video cards, it had a problem. It had not
yet registered its trademark PNY in China. It had, however, registered a design mark in
Taiwan in 1994.
In fact, Beijing Chaoyue had registered the mark PNY itself on June 25, 2003, with
respect to computer graphics cards and the registration was issued on January 21, 2005,
(No. 3605963). Still, PNY was able to bring an action against Beijing Chaoyue to protect
128
its design mark.
China is a party to the Berne Convention, and thus the copyright that PNY had in the
logo design was protected without registration in China. In addition, PNY argued that
the use of its mark was a breach of the Anti-Unfair Competition Law. 129 The court also
made reference to a Supreme People's Court Interpretation that was issued in January
2007 to the effect that use by a foreign corporation of a business name in China should be
afforded protection. In this case, the mark PNY TECHNOLOGIES was also the name
of the company. Therefore, Beijing Chaoyue was in breach of the Anti-Unfair Competition Law.
PNY also argued that there was a violation of Article 5(2) of the same law regarding
packaging. As the use of the mark was only on Beijing Chaoyue's website, the court did
not find a violation of Article 5(2) but did find a breach of Article 9 regarding false advertising. The court ordered, among other things, that Beijing Chaoyue stop using the design on its website immediately. Beijing Chaoyue has complied, but it is still using the
mark PNY on its website. This decision is only one step in a long battle, but it does
illustrate the use of copyright law to protect unregistered design marks in China.
Wanfang Data is an affiliate of the Chinese Ministry of Science & Technology and as
such is responsible for making available the dissertations of Chinese researchers. According to news reports, some 480 of the researchers have sued Wanfang Data for breach of
copyright for including their dissertations in its online database. An example is Pan v.
Wanfang Data.130 The court concluded that the authority of Wanfang to distribute the
127. Id. at 1218-19.
128. PNY Techs., Inc. v. Beijing Tech. Co., Ltd, CHINACOURT.ORG (People's Republic of China Beijing
Mun. First Intermediate People's Crt., July 18, 2008), available at http://ipr.chinacourt.org/public/detail sfws.php?id=22369 (decision on the matter of infringement).
129. Fan Bu Zhengdang Jingzheng Fa [Law of the People's Republic of China Against Unfair Competition]
(promulgated by the Standing Comm. Nat'l People's Cong., Sept. 2, 1993, effective Dec. 1, 1993) (P.R.C.).
(Article 5(3) provides that "A business operator shall not harm his competitors in market transactions by
resorting to any of the following unfair means: . . . (3) using without authorization the name of another
enterprise or person, thereby leading people to mistake their commodities for those of the said enterprise or

person . . .) [hereinafter Anti-Unfair Competition Law].
130. Pan v. Wanfang Data., CHINACOURT.ORG (Beijing Haidian Dist. People's Crt., July 23, 2008), available at http://ipr.chinacourt.org/public/detail-sfws.php?id=21141.
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work is not as broad as online distribution. The court rejected the argument that because
the research was supervised, the researchers did not have sole copyright. Mr. Pan was
awarded 3,300 renminbi and costs.
One of the major issues in Chinese copyright law is the liability of Internet intermediaries for copyright infringement committed initially by their participants. In December 2007, the Beijing Higher People's Court upheld the claim of the International
Federation of Phonographic Industries (IFPI) on behalf of eleven record companies
against Yahoo.cn because its site allowed users to find and download unauthorized copies
of songs. Baidu, China's leading search engine, prevailed over Sony BMG, Warner Music,
and Universal Music in a similar lawsuit in December 2007.131 But in March 2008, the
Music Copyright Society of China and a distributor, R2G, brought an action against
Baidu based on the Regulation on the Protection of the Right to Network Dissemination
of Information, that came into effect on July 1, 2006.132 The Regulation makes businesses
liable if they are aware that their behavior might infringe on the rights of others.
A new regulation came into effect on January 30, 2008, issued jointly by the State Administration for Radio, Film and Television and the Ministry of Information. 133 It will
further restrict Internet audio broadcasts. The provisions require that a licensee must be a
state-owned or state-controlled entity.
Article 4(8) of the Regulation on the Implementation of the Copyright Law 134 provides
that protected works of fine arts means two or three-dimensional works of the plastic arts
created in lines, colors, or other media that impart aesthetic effect, such as paintings,
works of calligraphy, and sculptures. In March, the Jiangsu Higher People's Court decided Wuzi Haiye Workmanship Carving Co. v. LiJiashan.135 Li Jiashan claimed copyright

in a type of diamond shaped handle for seals, also known as "chops." The court held that
despite the repeated production of the seals, industrial designs with a unique artistic element could be protected by the copyright laws.
In other news, the China Audio and Video Copyright Collective Management Association was formed to implement the Copyright Collective Management Rule. The Association will take over the duty of collecting karaoke copyright fees from the China Audio and

131. Jiang Jingjing, Baidu Sued By Music Rights Organization, CHINA DAILY ONLINE, Mar. 10, 2008, http://
www.chinadaily.com.cn/bizchina/2008-03/l0/content_6522661.htm.
132. Regulation on Protection of the Right to Network Dissemination of Information, Order No. 468 of the
State Council, People's Republic of China (promulgated by the State Council, May 18, 2006, effective of July
1, 2006), available at http://www.chinaidaw.org/?pl=print&p2=060717003346.
133. Hulianwang ShitingJiemu Fuwu Guanli [Provisions on Management of Online Audio and Video Services] (decree for order no. 56 issued by China's State Administration of Radio, Film and Television and the
Ministry of Information Industry on Dec. 20, 2007, and effective as of Jan. 31, 2008) China's State Administration of Radio, Film and Television, available in Chinese at http://www.chinasarft.gov.cn/articles/2007/12/
29/20071229131521450172.html.
134. Zhuzuoquan Fa Shishi Tiaoli [Regulations for the Implementation of the Copyright Law of the People's Republic of China](promulgated by Decree No. 359 of the State Council of the People's Republic of
China, Aug. 2, 2002, effective as of Sept. 15, 2002) (P.R.C), http://english.gov.cn/laws/2005-07/25/
content_16940.hm.
135. Wruxi City Hai Yi v. Li Jiashan, ChinaCourt.org fJiangsu Province Higher People's Crt., Feb. 26,
2008), available in Chinese at http://ipr.chinacourt.org/public/detail-sfws.php?id=15501.
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Video Association. 136 There are also reports that the Qingdao Intermediate People's
Court awarded two million RMB (about $290,000.00) in damages against a Qingdao company after the Qingdao Copyright Administration examined the company's computers
and found pirated versions of software owned by Microsoft and Autodesk, among
37
others.1
The Shanghai No. 1 Intermediate Court upheld a verdict against Fuchun Rongqiang
Industrial Co., Ltd. for copying product descriptions and photographs off the website of a
Canadian competitor, Hadrian Manufacturing, even though the Canadian company did
not participate in the appeal. 138 The Pudong District Court had awarded the Canadian
company 10,000 RMB (about $1,455.81) even though there was little evidence of direct
losses. The appeals court noted that the Copyright Law provides that if the actual losses
cannot be defined, an award can be made according the general nature of the infringement. It thus upheld the award.
C.

SwrrZERLAND139

Swiss copyright law is entirely regulated at the federal level. The main sources are the
Federal Act on Copyright and Neighboring Rights (Copyright Act or COA) and the Ordinance on Copyright and Neighboring Rights (Copyright Ordinance or COO).140 The
WIPO Copyright Treaty and the WIPO Performances and Phonograms Treaty both entered into force for Switzerland on July 1, 2008. The ratification of these two Agreements
is the most important cause for the new revision of Swiss copyright law that came into
force on July 1, 2008.141
A major provision protects copyrights in the digital era. 142 Like authors, performers
now have the right to make their performances available to the public over a communication network like the Internet. 143 As per Article 33a(l) of the COA, artists and performers
have the right to be identified as such in relation to their performances. Folkloric per136. China Audio & Video Copyright Collective Management Association Established, CHINATEcHNEws.coM,
June 3, 2008, available at http://www.chinatechnews.com/2008/06/03/6824-china-audio-video-copyright-collective-management-association-established/.
137. China IPR News for U.S. Industry, U.S. DEPARTMENT OF COMMERCE, INTERNATIONAL TRADE ADMINISTRATION, Apr. 25, 2008.

138. Shanghai Fuchum v. Canadian Mfg. Co., CHINACOURT.ORG (Shanghai First Intermediate Peoples
Crt., May 10, 2008), http://ipr.chinacourt.org/public/detail-sfws.php?id=18658.
139. See generally The Swiss Federal Institute of Intellectual Property Website, Section on Copyrights,
www.ige.ch/e/urg/ul.shtrn (last visited Feb. 17, 2009) (providing a general overview of Swiss' copyright law).
140. Bundesgesetz vom 9. Oktober 1992 fiber das Urheberrecht und verwandte Schutzrechte [URG] [Federal Law on Copyright and Related Rights] Oct. 9, 1992, Land Law SR 231.1 (Switz.), http://www.admin.ch/
ch/d/sr/2/23 l.l.de.pdf [hereinafter COA; Verordnung vom 26 April 1993 fiber das Urheberrecht und verwandte Schutzrechte [URV] [Regulation on Copyright and Related Rights] Apr. 26, 1993, Land Law SR
231.11 (Switz), http://www.admin.ch/ch/d/sr/2/231.11.de.pdf [hereinafter COO].
141. See Swiss Federal Institute of Intellectual Property, Partial Amendment of the Copyright Act Effective
1 July 2008, www.ige.ch/e/jurinfo/j10300.shtm (last visited Feb. 17, 2009).
142. See id. (providing a short overview on the revised items).
143. See Message from the Swiss Federal Council to the Swiss President for the Approval of Two WIPO
Treaties and for the Amendment of the Copyright Act, BBI 3389 (2006), available at www.admin.ch/ch/d/ff/
2006/3389.pdf [hereinafter The Copyright Act Message]; see also id. at 3420, 3437 (for more information
regarding this particular topic); Swiss Federal Institute of Intellectual Property, Partial Amendment of the
Copyright Act, supra note 142.
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formers' protection has also been improved, as they are now protected even if no work in
the copyright sense is being presented (for example flag twirling).144 Finally, if several
artists are involved in a performance, they are no longer required to file a joint legal action
prosecuting an infringement.145 Technical measures serving to protect works from unauthorized use or copying are now protected by law.146 All acts designed to avoid or circumvent technical measures are forbidden 147 and punishable. 148 Further technical measures
are being monitored by a monitoring center to avoid a negative impact on permitted utilizations. 149 Additional provisions address a variety of exceptions to copying restrictions for
the benefit of museums, libraries and disabled persons.' 50 Exclusive licensees now have an
independent right of claim unless specifically excluded in the license agreement.' 5'
On February 13, 2008, the Federal Supreme Court (FSC) denied a claim based on
copyright infringement and unfair competition brought by the developer of an Internet
compendium for pharmaceutical products against a competitor administering a similar
database.' 52 The FSC held that no copyrights of the claimant were infringed because the
compendium was considered not to have the required individuality and creative scope, the
so-called statistical singularity. In addition, Article 5(c) of the UCA provides that a third
party cannot appropriate and exploit a work product ready to be marketed by merely using
technical reproduction procedures without making an appropriate effort himself.
The Federal Supreme Court on May 8, 2008,153 rejected an attempt by the heirs of the
designer of the typical Swiss railway clock to bar the Swiss Federal Railways, the licensee
of the clock, from producing and marketing it. The FSC ruled that for the valid transfer
of copyrights it is not necessary that the designer was aware that his right was in fact a
copyright; rather, the designer must have been aware at the time of the transfer that he
had original rights in this clock.
D.

RussiA

The Russian copyright law is among the intellectual property statutes that were overhauled in new Part V of the Civil Code that went into force on January 1, 2 008.154 The
new provisions include an increased term of copyright from fifty to seventy years after the
144. See The Copyright Act Message, supra note 144, at 3421.
145. See COA, supra note 141, art. 34; Swiss Federal Institute of Intellectual Property, Partial Amendment of
the Copyright Act, supra note 142.

146. See COA, supra note 141, art. 39a; The Copyright Act Message, supra note 144, at 3424.
147. See COA, supra note 141, art. 39a.
148. See COA, supra note 141, art. 69a.
149. See COA, supra note 141, art. 39a; The Copyright Act Message, supra note 144, at 3425; Kathrin Willi,
Die Beobachtungsstelle nach Art. 39b URG und Art. 16e ff. URV, Swiss Federal Institute of Intellectual
Property-Sic! 07+08/2008, 575-577 (explaining in further detail the monitoring center).
150. See COA, supra note 141, art. 39c; The Copyright Act Message, supra note 144, art. 24.

151. See COA, supra note 141, arts. 62(3) and 81a.
152. Bundesgericht [BGer] [Federal Court] Feb. 13, 2008, 134 Entscheidungen des Schweizerischen
Bundesgerichts [BGE] III 166 (Switz.).
153. Bundesgericht

[BGer]

[Federal Court]

Feb. 4, 2008, 134 Entscheidungen des Schweizerischen

Bundesgerichts [BGE] 1 206 (Switz.).
154. Grazhdanskii Kodeks [GKI [Civil Code] pt. 4 (Russ.), available at http://www.consultant.ru/popular/
gkrf4/.
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author's death and a provision that copyright includes the exclusive right to communicate
works in a manner that can be accessed on the Internet from any place at any time. 55
While compensatory damages for copyright infringement were already available, Part
IV introduces statutory damages for copyright infringement, ranging from R10,000 to R5
million (roughly $350 to $180,000), or alternatively, twice the value of the goods in the
case of a counterfeit seizure. 5 6 The new copyright provisions also allow authors to claim
punitive damages and clarify the procedure for the seizure of counterfeit art and
57
recordings.1
On November 5, 2008, Russia acceded to the World Intellectual Property Organization
(WIPO) Copyright Treaty, to enter into force on February 5, 2009.158 Russia's accession
illustrates the country's continued effort to conform its copyright legislation to the Trade1
Related Intellectual Property Provisions of the World Trade Organization (TRIPS). 59
Nonetheless, copyright enforcement is infamously weak in Russia, with counterfeit optical
discs in particular finding easy passage through customs to export markets. U.S. copyright
holders estimate that they lost more than $1.4 billion in 2007 to copyright piracy in Russia. 160 The Russian marketplace is plagued by a conspicuous lack of copyright enforcement, primarily the absence of surprise inspections at premises where pirated goods are
produced. The lack of enforcement is attributed to a failure of commitment on the part of
the executive branch, which is also reflected in the courts. Some observers believe that
Russia's reduced prospects of entering the WTO in the coming years because of the
Georgian conflict are likely to delay improvements in copyright and intellectual property
enforcement.16i
These problems are reflected in the annual Special 301 Report issued by the U.S. Trade
Representative (USTR) on April 25, 2008, maintaining Russia on the Priority Watch
List. 162 The USTR finds that Russia has made some progress, for example by moving
optical disc factories off of government-controlled sites and raiding unlicensed factories, 163 but that "rampant counterfeiting and piracy problems" persist and that large-scale
production and distribution of counterfeit optical media and Internet piracy continue to
be major problems. 164 Vvhile the website at www.allofmp3.com, formerly the world's
largest server-based pirate music website, was shut down on July 2, 2007, followed by a
155. Risk Briefing: Russia Risk: Legal & Regulatory Risk, THE ECONOMIST INTELLIGENCE UNIT, Aug. 27,
2008, http://www.eiu.com/index.asp?layout=RKPrintVW3 &articleid=443697829&printer=printer.
156. Id.
157. Id.
158. Notification No. 72 from World Intellectual Property Organization Copyright Treaty of Russian Federation Accession, www.wipo.intledocs/notdocs/ en/wct/treaty_wct._72.html (last visited Feb. 17, 2008).
159. For example, on September 4, 2008, the Duma Committee on Economic Policy and Entrepreneurship
called for the adoption of amendments to Part IV of the Civil Code to bring the scope of copyright protection into closer conformance with TRIPS. See DUMA Committee Supports Bill Promoting Copyright Protection,
RUSSIA & CIS Bus. LAW WEEKLY, Sept. 2, 2008.
160. USTR, Spec. 301 Rep. at 34 (2008), available at http://www.ustr.gov/assets/Document-_Library/Reports-Publications/2008/2008-Special_301_Report/assetuploadfile553_14869.pdf, at 34.
161. Id.
162. Id.
163. Press Release, U.S. Trade Representative, USTR Issues 2008 Special 301 Report (Apr. 25, 2008), www.
ustr.gov/Document-Library/Press.Releases/2008/ApriVUSTRlssues 2008 Special-301-Report.html.
164. Special 301 Report, supra note 164, at 2.
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criminal prosecution against the owners of the site, other Russian-based websites have
sprung up to take its place.165
It is possible that progress in copyright enforcement in Russia will result from the actions of Russian plaintiffs in Russian courts. On October 28, 2008, Russia's state media
conglomerate, the All-Russian State Television and Radio Broadcasting Company
VGTRK filed separate lawsuits against MAIL.RU (one of Russia's largest Internet portals) and the social networking site Vkontakte (Russia's version of Facebook) and promised
to sue any other Internet outlets that display its content without agreement. 166 These
actions seek to ensure that websites featuring video content will voluntarily sort out their
relationships with the owners of the copyrighted content.

165. Special 301 Report, supra note 164, at 7.
166. Alexander Malakhov & Sergey Sobolev, VGTRK Swings Internet Law, KOMMERSANTr, Oct. 23, 2008,
available at http://kommersant.ru/doc.aspx?DocsID=1045853&NodeslD=4.
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